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elbow of the great sands thrust against the flank of Summan
proper now close by. Next morning the sands fell back round
a shoulder of the steppe dotted with low kopjes and ridges of
chalky sandstone overflowing from the uplands. Across this
we started before 8 a.m. until we came to a hillock at its
southern edge from which we looked out on a long wedge-
shaped gravel plain with the sands on the left and the rocky
upland on the right converging towards a distant apex, where
sand and steppe merged in a confused struggle for the
mastery round the well of Maqainama itself. The gravel
corridor was longer than it seemed^ scored with camel-paths
leading to the well but otherwise very similar in character to
the gravel patches of Jafura and elsewhere. My imagination
worked apace as we approached the object of my quest, and
my companions had a fleeting attack of nerves at the sight of
some bushes dancing in the distant mirage—for all the world
like mounted men jogging along towards us. The gravel plain
narrowed to a wasp-waist, beyond which it bulged out again
into an oval strip of mixed gravel and sand with dunes on this
side and that, those on the right and ahead actually imping-
ing on and partly burying the border fringe of the Summan.
Within this ring a low ridge rose some 10 or 20 feet out
of the plain with flattened top. 'Ali and Salih trotted for-
ward from my side and dismounted at the foot of the barrow.
We had reached Maqainama !
But what went ye forth for to see ? A well buried in the sand 1
Well, well, well! I thought, involuntarily remembering the
snare of a childish riddle. For eight years I had been
intrigued by a name and a problem. And was this all that
there was to it ? Look, we have arrived, said 'Ali, as if ex-
pecting an immediate and munificent reward. Is this all ? I
asked. There is nought but this, he replied. There is the well
before you. Round it the sand and grit mixed with countless
generations of camel-dung to form a grassless turf absolutely
innocent of vegetation except a few bushes of unattractive
Shinan. The bare sands and the bare steppe closed round us
and we seemed to camp in an abomination of desolation,
littered far and wide with date stones from Jabrin, the residue
of Badawin meals.

